Combined Science (S4-6) — providing space for broadening
To meet the needs of students with a strong interest in science

- For students taking two science subjects, one of them is chosen from the three specialised subjects of Physics, Chemistry or Biology
- The students will study part of the other two subjects by a combined approach to build a broad and comprehensive knowledge in science
How is Combined Science (CS) related to Bio/Chem/Phy?

Elective Part

Compulsory Part

Subject Content of CS’s Chem part is about $\frac{1}{2}$ that of Chemistry

NSS Information Kit
Combined Science (Chem, Bio)

Combined Science (Bio, Phy)

Combined Science (Phy, Chem)

Taking 2 parts only
Combined Science – for students wishing to take 2 elective subjects in the Science Education KLA

Possible subject combinations:

Combined Science (Phy, Chem) + Bio
Combined Science (Bio, Phy) + Chem
Combined Science (Chem, Bio) + Phy

Visual Arts / Geog / Lit. in Eng / PE / History / Applied Learning…

Broad and comprehensive learning in science

Room for learning in other KLAs